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2020 Kansas
Legislative Session
KIOGA to Advance
Abandoned Well Proposals

KIOGA has been busy preparing for
the upcoming 2020 regular Kansas legislative session. Many KIOGA members
have been participating in legislative and
regulatory meetings focusing on issues
important to the independent oil and
gas industry. KIOGA is also diligently
monitoring interim committee hearings

to cover the interests of the independent
oil and gas industry.
KIOGA Engaged During
Legislative Interim
Several KIOGA members have been
participating in legislative and regulatory
Continued on Page 10
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Message from
the Chairman
David Bleakley
2019-2021, Chairman KIOGA

Greetings KIOGA Members,
The last two months have been
a whirlwind of activity as I dove
in head-first to educate myself
about the many issues facing our
organization.
I quickly determined that my
theme as Chairman would be:
A: advocacy
B: business
C: camaraderie
ADVOCACY
As usual, Ed has been working
hard carrying our message to the
local, state, and national level.
Ed and I recently attended the
IPAA Convention in Washington
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D.C., and I was able to network
with other organization members and see Ed in action. He
represents our organization very
well and has great respect among
the other associations. I encourage you to read his President’s
Express, his white papers and to
give him input on any issues you
are facing. I assure you that your
voice will be heard!
At the end of October, Ed and
I made the annual “Listening
Tour” trip to Western Kansas.
We met with many KIOGA members in Great Bend, Garden City,
and Russell. Everyone shares
the same concerns about price,
rules and regulations, utility costs
and the shortage of labor in our
industry.
The Abandoned Well Working
Group and the Oil and Gas
Advisory Committee continues to
work to advance the Abandoned
Well Legislation and is preparing
to testify and support such legislation in next year’s session.
BUSINESS
When the Annual Convention
e n d e d i n Au g u s t , I s c h e d uled appointments with the
Auditor, the Accountant, and
the Investment Manager in an
effort to educate myself on the

finances of KIOGA
and to fully understand
how our organization
uses its funds to further
the mission on which
our organization was
founded. This exercise
was very enlightening,
and some proposals will
be forthcoming.
In addition, I talked
to the three past
Convention Chairs then
scheduled appointments
with the incoming
Convention Chair Mike
Pisciotte and the Hyatt
to discuss our 2020
Convention plans and
expenses. We heard
strong input about the
conflicting date with
Back-to-School functions. Unfortunately,
we are locked in on
contract dates for the
coming year but will
continue to work on
alternative dates for the
future. Please mark your
calendars for August
16-18, 2020 in Wichita.
We are in good hands
with 2020 Convention
Chair Mike Pisciotte.
He has some new ideas
for changes to make the

2020 Convention a great annual
meeting!
Finally, I will be reinstituting
the Executive Committee set
forth in our By-Laws and will be
bringing issues to the Executive
Committee that need discussion
between Board Meetings with
recommendations to the Board
of Directors for final approval.
The Past Presidents’ Advisory
Committee will also be utilized
for discussion and input as situations necessitate. I believe in full
transparency and will be presenting background information for
Previous Notice prior to votes. In
all my conversations, the membership is energized and ready to
honor the past but move KIOGA
forward into the future.
CAMARADERIE
I will soon be appointing
new Committee Chairmen and
Committee Members to carry
out the Board of Directors’ work
for KIOGA. In my forty-one years
of involvement with the oil and
gas industry, I have found that the
“Best things in life are found on
the top shelf.” I encourage you
to stretch yourself, get involved,
share your talents, and help
KIOGA build on the foundation
we have inherited from our past

leaders. You will not only be helping our organization but will build
many industry friendships along
the way.
As always, I welcome your
input and am always available
to discuss ideas, concerns, or
member’s needs. My cell phone
number is (620) 365-9419.
Again, as Chairman for the
next two years, I look forward to
working with the entire KIOGA
membership. If you are reading this newsletter and are not a
member, I encourage you to join
us and become an active supporter of the Kansas oil and gas
industry through your membership in KIOGA. Please contact
our Topeka Office (785) 2327772, our Wichita Office (316)
263-7297, or me directly if you
have any questions or desire
additional information about the
Association.

Do business with other
KIOGA members
If they aren’t, encourage
them to join and help us
stand up for the oil and gas
industry in
Topeka and Washington

Sincerely,
David P. Bleakley
KIOGA Chairman

www.kioga.org
kioga@kioga.org
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KIOGA Mark
your Calendar

Association Health
Insurance Update
Blue Cross Blue Shield of
Kansas has provided KIOGA a
proposal to establish a KIOGA
Association Health Insurance
Plan. After a lot of discussion
with Blue Cross regarding the
plan options themselves and their
proposals, we do have some proposed premium numbers for the
various options.
We have learned that most
individual plans may be facing
significant premium increases
in 2020 and that there may be
changes to the plans that you currently have.
For mer KIOGA Chair man
Ken White is leading the KIOGA
association health insurance plan
effort and has sent out the Blue
Cross proposed premium rates
ONLY TO CENSUS SURVEY
PARTICIPANTS. White encouraged census survey participants
to compare the rates for the four
proposed Blue Cross options to
each participant’s current policy,

and to let KIOGA know how they
compare. Jamie McDonald with
Hays Companies of Kansas will
be happy to help you with that
comparison since it is likely that
the policy you currently hold
differs in some ways from the current Blue Cross proposal.
KIOGA is still looking into a
Plan “B”, or maybe even a Plan
“C” or Plan “D” with other policy options, and other companies.
Currently, it is not likely we will
have an association health insurance plan in place by January 1,
2020, but that really should not
matter since health policies can
be changed at any time. Even
though you renew annually, you
are not locked in to the policy for
a year.
Anyone who has questions
about the KIOGA Association
Health Plan proposal and progress should contact Ken White at
kswhite@white-exploration.com
or call at 316-682-6300.

Check out the
Career Center on
KIOGA Website
post a job,

Event Name

Date

Location

Energy Council Energy/Env. Conf.

December 5-8, 2019

White Sulpher Springs, WV

KIOGA Board | General Membership

December 11, 2019

Wichita, KS

Annual Suppliers Party

December 11, 2019

Wichita, KS

2020 Kansas Legislative Session

January 13, 2020

Topeka, KS

Kansas O&G Day Legislative Reception

January 29, 2020

Topeka, KS

NAPE Summit Week

February 3-7, 2020

Houston, TX

AESC 2020 Winter Meeting

February 26-28, 2020

Galveston, TX

KIOGA 28th Midyear Meeting

April 15-17, 2020

Garden City, KS

KIOGA 83rd Annual Convention

August 16-18, 2020

Wichita, KS

post a resume.
www.kioga.org

Save the Dates
KIOGA 28th Annual Midyear Meeting
April 15-17, 2020
Garden City, KS
KIOGA 83rd Annual Meeting & Expo
August 16-18, 2020
Wichita, KS
6
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2020 Kansas Legislative Session Calendar
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

January 13th - Session opens.
February 3rd - Last day for individual members to request sponsored bill drafts.
February 10th - Last day for non-exempt committees to request bill drafts.
February 12th - Last day for individual bill introductions.
February 14th - Last day for non-exempt committee bill introduction.
February 24th - Last day for committees to meet.
February 27th - Turnaround Day, last day for non-exempt bills in house of origin.
February 28th – March 3rd – No session.
March 20th - Last day for non-exempt committees to meet and consider bills.
March 25th - Last day for debate of non-exempt bills in either chamber.
March 26th-27th - No session.
March 30th-31st - Conference committees meet.
April 1st - Last day for conference committees to agree.
April 3rd - Last day for conference committee agreements, First Adjournment.
April 4th - 26th - Spring Break.
April 27th - Veto session opens.
May 13th – Projected session adjournment.

Hays
and
Leawood

Enhancing
Lives &
Strengthening
Families

We salute the businesses,
entrepreneurs, and individuals
that have grown from this land and
have been committed to the
development of the Kansas oil industry.
We’ve developed many long-term
relationships with Kansans just like you.
8

KIOGA
New Members

We welcome the following
members to the KIOGA
family. Thank You for your
continued support!

Name

Company

City & State

Tim Beck

WH Beck, Inc.

Hennessey, OK

Janae Talbott

Mechanized Concepts Kansas

Russell, KS

Share your newsletter
or request more copies
kioga.org

1200 Main St, 6th Fl
Hays, KS 67601
11551 Ash St., Suite 205
Leawood, KS 66211
Phone: 785.628.1712
www.werthfinancial.com
Werth Wealth Management, LLC is not a
registered broker/dealer and is independent
of Raymond James Financial Services.
Securities offered through Raymond James
Financial Services, Inc., member FINRA / SIPC.
Investment advisory services offered through
Raymond James Financial Services Advisors, Inc.

www.kioga.org
kioga@kioga.org
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From Page 1
•

2020 Legislative Session
Continued
Abandoned Well
meetings focusing on issues important to
the Kansas oil and gas industry.
I n te r i m L e g i s l a t i ve B u d ge t
Committee – KIOGA was invited
to testify before the Kansas Interim
Joint Legislative Budget Committee
on November 20th. The committee
was reviewing the state budget, revenues, and expenditures. Committee
Chair person Representative Troy
Waymaster (R-Bunker Hill) requested
that the Kansas Corporation
Commission (KCC) and KIOGA appear
before the committee to brief legislators
on the planned introduction of bills in
the upcoming 2020 Kansas legislative
session to instill certainty into abandoned well plugging responsibility. Ryan
Hoffman, KCC Oil & Gas Conservation
Division Director, provided a briefing on
measures the KCC plans to introduce in
the upcoming session to combine plugging funds. KIOGA Chairman David
Bleakley provided comments supporting
the KCC proposed measures and also
briefed the Joint Committee on plans
KIOGA has to introduce two bills in the
upcoming session – one to establish a
statutory responsible party for abandoned wells and a second to establish
a reimbursement procedure for operators who plug abandoned wells on their
leases. KIOGA also applauded the KCC
for working through the KCC Oil & Gas
Advisory Committee to develop measures that not only work for regulatory
needs, but also works for industry needs
as well.
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2020 Oil & Gas Appraisal Guide
Discussions – KIOGA Ad Valorem
Tax Committee Chair Richard Koll
along with KIOGA Federal & State
Tax Committee Chair Andrea Krauss,
KIOGA President Edward Cross, and
KIOGA members Dave Dayvault,
Emma Richmond, and Eric Flax met
with the Kansas Department of Revenue
Property Valuation Division (PVD)
Director David Harper, PVD Oil & Gas
Personal Property Section Manager
Lynn Kent, PVD Assistant Dustin
Barnes, and 30+ county appraisers on
September 5th to discuss the Oil & Gas
Appraisal Guide for 2020. We discussed
pending litigation, guide expenses, rendition issues, and BOTA tax exemption
language. Since the mid-1980’s, industry has worked with PVD annually on
the oil and gas appraisal guide. We meet
with PVD every year to discuss and
present factors to consider when setting
the guide price for the upcoming year.
While no one knows what oil prices
will be in the future, we have been able
to establish a price that has been very
close. We have consistently looked at
setting the price with the same matrix of
information – the year end price and the
5 year strip into the future. The crude oil
market is fraught with uncertainty and it
is impossible to predict future oil prices.
However, historical and empirical studies have shown the current process
has yielded price projections that have
proven to be very close.
KIOGA State Advocacy Strategy
The 2020 Kansas Legislative Session
will begin Januar y 13, 2020. The

•
•
•

KIOGA legislative agenda for
the 2020 legislative session
will be one in
which we will
work to minimize legislative
assaults on the
independent
oil and gas
industr y and
optimize legislative targets of opportunity. In preparation, KIOGA prepared
our annual state and federal legislative/
regulatory, communication agenda.
KIOGA President Edward Cross will
present this agenda to Governor Kelly
and key Kansas legislators in January.
The agenda lays out what’s important to
KIOGA members and where we stand
on energy, tax, and regulatory issues.
Meeting with Governor Kelly and
Key House & Senate Leadership –
KIOGA President Edward Cross met
with Governor Kelly
i n N ov e m b e r a n d
will be meeting with
her again in January
to provide an update
on the state of the
Kansas oil and gas industry and to share KIOGA’s
legislative agenda which
lays out what’s important to KIOGA members
and where we stand on
energy, tax, and regulatory issues. Cross also met with House
Speaker Ron Ryckman (R-Olathe)
and Senate President Susan Wagle

(R-Wichita) in November
in separate meetings to
discuss energy issues
and begin laying groundwork for the upcoming
2020 Kansas Legislative
Session.
KIOGA Reference Material KIOGA is proactive and prepared in
advance of the 2020 Kansas Legislative
Session by developing and updating
several white papers, fact sheets, brochures, and other informational pieces in
advance of the session. These include:
• Kansas Oil & Gas Industry Strategic
Analysis (January 2020) – an
annual comprehensive report
that provides the latest information on the economic impact of
the Kansas oil and gas industry
including statistics on Kansas oil
and gas industry activity, taxes,
production, issues, challenges,
and opportunities;
• State of the Oil & Gas Industry –
Dynamic Challenges Facing Kansas
Oil & Gas Industry (January 2020)
– a white paper that summarizes
America’s energy picture today,
challenges faced by the small
businesses that make up the
Kansas oil and gas industry, and
what industry is doing to address
those challenges;
• T he W hole Fracking Stor y –
Regulatory & Policy Considerations
(January 2020)
• Hydraulic Fracturing & Drinking
Water Contamination (January
2020)
• Climate Issues (January 2020)

•

Facts About Induced Seismicity
(January 2020)
Seismic Activity in Kansas (January
2020)
Induced Seismicity & Injection Wells
in Kansas (January 2020)
Property Taxes in Kansas (January
2020)
And More
Kansas Independent
Oil & Gas Association

What Others are
Saying

“In Kansas, there’s no evidence that
the earthquakes are being caused by
fracking.” Rex Buchanan, Kansas Geological Survey Interim Director

Seismic Activity
in Kansas

“It is important for the public to recognize that the risks posed by injection of
wastewater are extremely low. In addition, the risks can be minimized further through proper study and planning prior to injection, careful monitoring in areas where there is a possibility
that seismicity might be triggered, and
operators and regulators taking a proactive response if triggered seismicity
was to occur.” Mark D. Zoback, Professor of Geophysics Stanford University

“Most injection wells are not associated with felt earthquakes.”
United
States Geological Survey List of Myths
and Misconceptions Regarding Induced
Seismicity

Kansas Independent
Oil & Gas Association
800 SW Jackson Street - Suite 1400
Topeka, Kansas 66612-1216
Phone: 785-232-7772
Fax: 785-232-0917
www.kioga.org

Kansas Seismicity
Overview and Context

KIOGA shares these white papers,
fact sheets, reports, brochures, and other
informational pieces with key state legislators. The reference material is also
shared with the Kansas Congressional
delegation and other key federal policymakers. Many state and federal
policymakers have expressed their
gratitude for factual scientific-based
information. All of the reference material can be found on the KIOGA website
at www.kioga.org.
Potential Oil & Gas Issues in the
2020 Kansas Legislative Session
O
n
November
7th, the
Consensus
Revenue
Estimating
Group (CREG)
projected revenues state revenues to
grow by $220 million for the remainder

of FY 2020 (which ends June 30, 2020)
and $305 million in FY 2021. Nearly
$510 million of that growth came from
increased revenues from existing taxes.
The Kelly administration said that
Medicaid expansion is the key target
for her administration in the upcoming
legislative session, but that there are
also fiscal needs in the Department of
Corrections, the Department of Children
and Families, and the continuing need
to increase spending on K-12 education. Senate President Susan Wagle
(R-Wichita) said large receipts shouldn’t
mean more dollars to grow government.
Wagle said we should pass the Trump
tax cuts on to Kansans, lower the sales
tax on food, and allow Kansans to itemize their mortgage interest and property
taxes. Wagle said there are no excuses
for not passing the additional funds back
to the taxpayer. Governor Kelly’s desire
to expand government and Senator
Wagle’s desire to pass additional funds
back to taxpayers becomes the starting
line for the battles between the Governor
and the Legislature for the upcoming
2020 Legislative Session.
Several potential issues affecting the
Kansas independent oil and gas industry
could emerge during the 2020 Kansas
Legislative Session. The Legislature
will not likely be interested in raising taxes which could bring broader
scrutiny of taxes and tax provisions.
However, KIOGA stays vigilant and
works to defend our industry’s critical
tax provisions.
KIOGA to Advance Abandoned
Well Legislation - KIOGA will be
advancing proposals addressing abandoned well issues in the 2020 Kansas
Legislative Session. These proposals are also supported by the Kansas
Corporation Commission (KCC). The
first is a proposal to consolidate the
two plugging funds. Currently, there
are two industry fee funds for plugging
abandoned wells with no responsibility
Continued on page 12
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From Page 11

2020 Legislative Session
Continued
Abandoned Well
party. One fund is used for abandoned
wells drilled prior to 1996 and the second fund is used for abandoned wells
drilled after 1996. The fund for wells
drilled after 1996 is used infrequently
and often builds in value creating a
target for legislative sweeps. We will
propose combining the two funds so
that funds paid by industry to plug abandoned wells with no responsible party
can be used to plug such wells across
the state, regardless of when they were
drilled. A second bill will instill regulatory certainty into abandoned well
plugging responsibility. Both industry
and the KCC have been plagued by the
question of who is responsible for plugging orphaned wells since the Kansas
Appeals Court in January 2015 overturned the Quest Order. The court held
that a company acquiring a lease was
not responsible for plugging any orphan
wells found on it as long as the company
did not cause those abandoned wells to
become environmental hazards. KIOGA
will be advancing legislation in the 2020
session to clarify responsibility for abandoned wells.
Environmental Activists Expected
to again introduce uninformed oil
and gas regulation bills – Several
issues af fecting KIOGA members
could emerge during the 2020 Kansas
Legislative Session. During the 2019
Kansas Legislative Session, lawmakers
rejected uninformed injection well/
earthquake bills advanced by the Sierra
Club and other activists. Each of the
last seven years, the Sierra Club and
other activists have had bills introduced
that include a list of onerous rules and
regulations designed to stop oil and
gas production. This laundry list of oil
and gas regulations that have no environmental benefit but high associated
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costs and includes carefully thoughtout restrictions on hydraulic fracturing,
waste management, emissions, moratoriums on injection wells, establishing
an earthquake risk pool fund, and other
measures with the goal of stopping oil
and gas production. The foundations for
these proposals are based on unfounded
information and activist propaganda.
This upcoming session (2020) will
likely see the same. We can expect
activists to try to advance legislative
proposals to create a risk pool to compensate property owners suffering
earthquake damage, force the KCC to
consider potential seismicity in issuing
permits for injection wells, and imposing a volume cap on wells throughout
the state.
KIOGA stays keenly poised to address
any attempts by those who oppose
American oil and gas development to
promote legislation and/or regulations
designed to stop oil and gas production.
KIOGA President Edward Cross will
be meeting with key legislative leaders
and committee chairs in advance of the
legislative session to provide fact-based
scientific information about injection
wells, seismic activity, hydraulic fracturing, climate issues, and more. KIOGA is
prepared and ready to defend the oil and
gas industry at every opportunity.
U n i fo r m Pa r t i t i o n o f H e i r s
Property Act – During the 2019 session, the Uniform Partition of Heirs Act
was introduced. KIOGA opposed the
measure because the proposal would
have made it practically impossible to
partition many parcels of real estate in
Kansas. The problem is that partitioning
is often the best option to fix title problems that would otherwise render the
land unable to be developed for oil and
gas production. Last year, the measure

did not advance out of committee.
KIOGA will be vigilant to address any
action to advance the measure again in
2020.
Electric Rate Study – An electric rate study bill passed the Kansas
Legislature in 2019 that directed the
Legislative Coordinating Council (LCC)
to authorize a study of retails rates of
Kansas electric public utilities. The
study would provide information that
may assist future legislative and regulatory efforts in developing electric policy
that includes regionally competitive
rates and reliable electric service. The
bill requires the study to be completed in
two parts. The first part will completed
by January 8, 2020 and would examine
the effectiveness of current Kansas ratemaking practices and examine options
available to the KCC and the Kansas
Legislature to affect Kansas retail electricity prices to become regionally
competitive while providing the best
practicable combination of price, quality, and service. The second part of the
study would be completed by July 1,
2020 and will look at how Kansas’ electric rates affect the state’s economy.
Other Issues – Several more issues
may emerge during the 2020 Kansas
Legislative Session. In the past, some
have tried to advance proposals to
change oil and gas tax structures with
schemes that expose oil and gas operations to higher tax rates. KIOGA will
stay vigilant defending industry against
any taxation schemes that attempts to
unfairly target the oil and gas industry
for higher taxes. KIOGA will be ready
to provide relevant information if such
a proposal emerges. KIOGA will stay
vigilant identifying and preparing for
additional emerging issues.

Providing Quality Seismic Since 1993

3500 N ROCK RD. BLDG. 800 • Wichita, KS 67226
Phone: (316) 636-5552 • Fax: (316) 636-5572
E-mail: paragon@paragongeo.com
www.paragongeo.com

Paragon acquired Lockhart effective
10/31/2019

3500 N Rock Road Bldg 800 Wichita, KS 67226
316-636-5552 paragon@paragongeo.com
www.paragongeo.com
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1955 KIOGA Log

KIOGA
Member News

One of the outstanding activities of your
Association in 1955 was the day we spent with
fifty Wichita school teachers. Kioga made a color,
sound movie of this event, in which we described
the contributions to the public welfare made by
the geologist, land man, drilling contractor, oil
attorney, petroleum engineer, and the private
investor.
We especially appreciated the opportunity to
discuss the proposed severance tax with them,
as they indicated their desire to know more about
this state issue. Many of them expressed surprise
at the amount of taxes the oil industry is now paying, as they had been told that the oil industry is
not paying its fair share of taxes.
We hope to develop this phase of our public relations program to a far more effective degree.

KIOGA Educational Foundation
The KIOGA Educational Foundation (KEF) has given out eleven grants to date. We are in the process of taking applications thru the end of December to award other Kansas Schools for their STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) projects. If you know a school that would fit in this
catagory, please have their school contact us. Grants awarded to date:
Gordon Parks Academy - Wichita, KS (2)
Heller Elementary - Neodesha, KS
Marshall Elementary - Eureka, KS
Victoria Elementary - Victoria, KS
Spaght Science & Communications - Wichita, KS
Derby North Middle School - Derby, KS (2)
Brooks Center for STEM - Wichita, KS
Bucklin High School - Bucklin, KS

Here we see P.T. Amstutz, consulting petroleum engineer,
discussing the methods used in determining reserves. Our
guests were enthusiastic about the entire program, and asked
many intelligent and basic questions

If you are interested in donating to the the program,
contact KEF at kef@kioga.org.
Check out the new Facebook page.

Please consider making KIOGA Educational Foundation as your donation in lieu of flowers. KEF
is dedicated to the education of teachers and students, on the benefits of the oil and gas industry
KEF | 229 E William Suite 211 | Wichita, KS 670202
In Memory Of:

Brad Wright					TRC				
W. Michael “Mike” Raymond		
Raymond Oil Company
Ronald T. Mackey
Mackey Oil Co./ Venture Resources
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Yukon, OK
Wichita, KS
Longmont, CO
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BE A PART OF

MID-YEAR AND

Your ad could be here
kioga@kioga.org

ANNUAL MEETING TRADESHOWS!
•
•
•
•

Connect with Industry Representatives
Share Ideas
Network with Peers
Take Advantage of Educational Opportunities

28th Annual MidYear Meeting
Clarion Inn & Convention Center
Garden City, KS
APRIL 15 - 17, 2020

S
E
T
A
D
E
H
T
E
V
SA
83rd Annual Expo & Convention
Century II Expo Hall
Wichita, KS
AUGUST 16 - 18, 2020

VENDORS INTERESTED IN EXHIBITING AT BOTH
THE ANNUAL AND MID-YEAR TRADE SHOWS ASK ABOUT
BUNDLE PRICING!
MUST BE REGISTERED FOR BOTH EVENTS BY MARCH 1st, 2020
For More Info Contact KIOGA:
229 E. William, Suite 211 | Wichita, KS 67202
316-263-7297 | kioga@kioga.org | www.kioga.org
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Wishing Everyone a
Very Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year
Thank You for Your
Continued Support!
KIOGA Staff
Ed, Kelly, Amanda
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What Does 2020 Congress
Hold for Oil & Gas
Industry?
KIOGA Engaged in
Addressing Tax and
Energy Policy Challenges
As we prepare for the remainder
of 2019 and going forward into 2020,
tax and energy policy continues to
be prominent topics of discussion in
Washington. As 2020 begins we enter
the second year of the 116th Congress.
Lawmakers in both parties agree the
partisan politics of the 2020 election will
kick into high gear as soon as January
making the passage of any major legislation unlikely until 2021. The Trump
Administration has dismantled many of
the failed energy policies of the previous
administration. However, many House
Democrats and presidential candidates
are promoting a return to energy policies that overregulate, pick winners and
losers in the marketplace, and make
American energy increasingly expensive
and uncompetitive.
“We cannot
be silent with
C o n g r e s s ,”
said Edward
Cross, KIOGA
President.
“ We m u s t
voice our
concerns. We
have made a number of new friends,
both Republican and Democrat, in
Congress. But we must stay vigilant
in voicing our concerns and educating
policymakers, media, and the public on
the issues. Going forward, we truly have
something to build upon and can be
proud of the bipartisan support we have
developed for the oil and gas industry.”
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Federal Oil & Gas Tax Issues
Arise
Fe d e r a l o i l
and gas tax
discussions
have recently
emerged in
Wa s h i n g t o n .
With Democratic
presidential candidates and advocates
for the Green New Deal calling for the
end to oil and gas tax provisions, critical
oil and gas tax provisions like percentage
depletion are under scrutiny. KIOGA
has been engaged early-on to provide
a foundation and resource for credible
information regarding oil and gas tax
provisions to a number of key federal
policymakers. On September 24th and
25th, KIOGA President Edward Cross
joined other members of the National
Stripper Well Association (NSWA) in
meeting with the Congressional Joint
Committee on Tax to educate key federal policymakers on the importance of
critical tax provisions, namely percentage depletion and intangible drilling
costs (IDCs) on the small businesses
that make up the independent oil and
gas industry in Kansas and across the
nation.
In September, KIOGA President
Edward Cross met with Congressional
members of the Joint Committee on
Taxation (JCT) including JCT Chair
Representative Richard Neal (D-MA),
JCT Vice Chair Senator Chuck
Grassley (R-IA). He also met with JCT
committee members Representatives
John Lewis (D-GA), Lloyd Doggett
(D-TX), Kevin Brady (R-TX), Devin
Nuns (R-CA) as well as JCT committee

members Senators Mike Crapo (R-ID),
Michael Enzi (R-WY), Ron Wyden
(D-OR), and Debbie Sta benow
(D-MI). Cross also met with Kansas
Senator Jerry Moran (R-KS) to share
information learned from the JCT
meeting.

•

Cross shared
with each of the
policymakers the
importance of critical tax provisions,
namely percentage depletion and
IDCs, on the small
businesses that
make up the independent oil and gas
industry in Kansas and across the nation.
The bottom-line message provided
to each of the policymakers was clear.
Congress should reject unwarranted
proposals that would significantly harm
the competitiveness of American natural resources industries by eliminating
or reducing the present-law percentage depletion and IDCs tax provisions.
Cross provided and discussed with
each of the policymakers the following
information:
• The IHS study The Economic
Impact of Eliminating the
Percentage Depletion Allowance
• KIOGA written comments submitted to the Joint Committee
on Taxation
• KIOGA white paper explaining
percentage depletion and IDCs
• KIOGA white paper on the origin
and evolution of the depletion
allowance and IDCs
• KIOGA report on the economic
impact of the oil and gas industry
in Kansas and the impact percentage depletion and IDCs have
on the industry in Kansas
• KIOGA white paper on why percentage depletion and IDCs are
not subsidies
• KIOGA comparison of tax
p rov i s i o n s fo r m a j o r s a n d

independents
KIOGA White Paper State of the
Oil & Gas Industry

Going forward - Going forward, we
will likely have to fight to justify percentage depletion, which is arguably the
most important federal tax provision we
have. JCT members asked for information and Cross followed up the meetings
with written correspondence providing
additional information on questions and
concerns posed by policymakers and
staffers. As we get into the congressional lame duck session, the wind lobby
is pushing for more subsidies. This
prompted JCT staff to contact KIOGA
President Edward Cross in November
for more information and explanation of
why oil and gas tax provisions are not
subsidies. Cross provided that information and discussion in November. The
meetings were very productive in terms
of learning where the JCT committee
stand on oil and gas tax provisions and
what we (KIOGA) need to be doing to
prepare.
KIOGA has prepared for these
battles and have built significant positive relationships with several key
Republican and Democrat policymakers
in Congress. KIOGA continually meets
with key federal policymakers. Face-toface meetings are crucial to keep our
interests protected.
KIOGA will be working hard with
Republicans and Democrats to make
sure there is no doubt about the depth
of industry opposition to eliminating
critical oil and gas tax provisions like
percentage depletion and IDCs. Two
members of the Kansas Congressional
delegation serve on critical tax committees. S e n ato r Pat R o b e r t s
(R-KS) serves on the Senate Finance
Committee and Congressman Ron
Estes (R-KS) serves on the House Ways
& Means Committee. KIOGA stays in
continual contact with all members of
our congressional delegation and will
be keeping them informed and alerted

to the importance of critical oil and gas
tax pvisions.

The battles are far from over and
KIOGA will continue to take the positions of small independent oil and gas
producers directly to those in Congress.
KIOGA has established a forward-looking presence with key federal Republican
and Democrat policymakers. We are in
a good position to defend on tax provisions going forward. We have been
engaged in every stage of the process
and are recognized in Washington as
an advocate for the small onshore independent oil and gas industry. Many
key policymakers look to us for credible information on tax reform. We will
continue to provide credible information
and not decrease our efforts just because
there is not a strong chance that tax
reform will pass this year.
Tax Foundation – KIOGA President
Edward Cross was contacted by the Tax
Foundation, a Washington, DC think
tank that focuses on tax policy, in early
September. The
Tax Foundation
had read
KIOGA’s report
titled Kansas Oil
& Gas Industry
Strategic Analysis and KIOGA’s white
paper titled State of the Oil & Gas
Industry – Dynamic Challenges Facing
Kansas Oil and Natural Gas Industry.
They were very interested in the analysis of the impact of state and federal
taxes on the small businesses that make
up the Kansas oil and gas industry.
Cross met with the Tax Foundation in
September to further discuss Kansas oil
Continued on page 20
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2020 Congress
Continued
Tax and Energy Policy
and gas industry tax analyses metrics.
Carbon Tax - In September, KIOGA
President Edward Cross was contacted
by U.S. Senator Todd Young (R-IN),
U.S. Senator Mark Warner (D-VA), and

Congressman Doug
Collins (R-GA) asking for
KIOGA thoughts on carbon tax proposals. Cross
said that all too often
state and federal proposals to tax carbon directly
or launch new carbon
tax schemes have much
more to do with raising
revenue than helping
our environment. For
those who prefer higher
taxation to spending
cuts, having an entirely
new source of revenue
is appealing. However,
taxing carbon only takes
more resources from the
private sector to support
swelling state and federal
government.
A recent study analyzed probable
effects of a U.S. carbon tax that starts at
$20 per ton and then rises 4% per year,
which is in line with recent proposals.
The study suggested that such a tax
would decrease household consumption,
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due to the increased cost of goods. The
average household would have to pay
40% more for natural gas, 13% more for
electricity, and more than 20 cents per
gallon extra for gasoline. Costs would
rise even more in subsequent years.
Price hikes like these can only mean
lower standards of living and less opportunity. Families that spend a bigger
portion of their household income on
transportation, utilities and household
goods are hurt, not helped, by carbon
tax schemes that make traditional forms
of energy more expensive.
Lawmaker Carbon Tax Ideas –
Two Republican lawmakers in Congress
have said they would like to see a carbon
tax of $24 per ton. Four Democratic
lawmakers in Congress have pegged
the price at $50 per ton. Liberal think
tanks have said the price needs to be
$230 per ton. President Trump has said
something more like $1 to $7 per ton.
Democrats in general are supporting
a new carbon tax, but won’t seriously
talk about it unless they have the presidency and Congress. On the other side,
President Trump and Republicans firmly
oppose any efforts to increase the cost
of energy through taxes and regulations.
U.S. Doesn’t Need a Carbon Tax
– Even if the U.S. imposed some kind
of carbon tax, it would not make a difference to global climate. This is what
KIOGA President Edward Cross told
several federal lawmakers in September.
In 2018, U.S. carbon emissions were
around 5,100 billion metric tons from
all sources, an almost 20% drop below
emissions in 2007. While U.S. greenhouse gas emissions have been falling

in recent years, world carbon emissions keep increasing by an average
of more than 300 gigatons each year
for the last decade, driven primarily by
China’s and India’s increasing demand
for energy. Together, these two countries now account for one-third of world
carbon emissions. China and India are
not going to impose a carbon tax on
themselves. Doing so would increase
their energy costs and reduce their economic growth. Neither will Russia, nor
countries in the Middle East, nor developing nations whose primary concern is
improving the economic well-being of
their citizens.
Energy Policy

The U.S. currently has a better, more
sensible approach to energy development than any other country in the
world, both for the short-term and longterm. Where government policy has
been absent, free markets have filled
the void with great success. KIOGA
President Edward Cross recently wrote
an editorial about carbon taxes and
energy policy that appeared in media
across Kansas and elsewhere including the Kansas City Star. The editorial
brings to light the fact that by focusing on more efficient use of energy, it
is possible to lower emissions without imposing a carbon tax or even

more environmental restrictions. An
American energy policy that values
innovation over regulation can turn
energy policy challenges into great
opportunities for economic growth and
energy security.
America’s newfound status as a
global energy superpower has created
economic opportunities and a cleaner
environment her at home as well as stability around the world. The oil and gas
industry is leading the way in technology
developments and innovative solutions
to find new and better ways to produce
and use energy. In order to harness our
abundant natural resources and spur
innovation, we need elected officials
who support forward-looking policies.
Pro-energy elected officials will ensure
the oil and gas industry has the opportunity to improve all Americans’ access
to abundant, affordable energy and to
provide hundreds of thousands of new
high-paying jobs across the nation.
Few doubt that energy has improved
lives and enabled human progress. Yet
one of the biggest challenges facing the
world is the polarized debate over the
future of energy. Facts and economics
are too often replaced with assertions
and emotions. Discussions about fossil fuels and alternative energy sources
often degenerate into a battle to delegitimize the other side. This is a recipe for
inaction. And it keeps billions of people trapped in energy poverty. Almost
40% of humanity, or three billion people,
have access to only rudimentary forms
of energy and a very low standard living.
The world expects and deserves better.

Get your breaking news
on KIOGA Express
Sign up now to be
on the list.
kioga@kioga.org
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100 S. Main, Suite 410
Wichita, Ks., 67202
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5539 2nd St./P.O. Box 823
Great Bend, Ks. 67530
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Federal Regulatory
Policy in Focus
Brouillette Nominated to
Head DOE-DOT May Open
Up Railroads for LNG
Shipments
KIOGA’s advocacy efforts on
the federal regulatory challenges
facing the Kansas oil and gas industry continues. KIOGA is actively
engaged and vigilant in staying
on top of federal regulatory concerns impacting Kansas oil and gas
producers and reporting to membership. KIOGA continues to work
with our allies at DEPA, IPAA, and
Liaison Committee of Cooperating
Oil & Gas Associations and others
to engage not only in advocacy on
the regulatory front, but also in legal
challenges. Since there is not room
to include an in-depth look into all of
KIOGA’s efforts in every issue of our
newsletter, please check our website
at www.kioga.org for the latest information on KIOGA’s efforts on behalf
of the Kansas independent oil and
gas industry.
Brouilette Nominated to Lead
DOE
President Tr ump announced
on October 18th that he would
nominate Deputy Secretar y of
Energy Dan Brouilette to replace
Energy Secretary Rick Perry, who
announced on October 17th that
he would resign his post by the end
of the year. The role of Deputy
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Secretary is
to run the
a g e n c y ’s
daily operations, largely
behind the
scenes. Like
his counterparts at EPA and the Interior
Department, Andrew Wheeler
and David Bernhardt respectively,
Brouilette is on track to ascent to
DOE’s top post after winning support from Republicans while in his
Deputy Secretary role. Brouilette
is a Louisiana native who served
in the militar y before heading
to Washington. His first job in
Washington was in the office of former Louisiana Representative Billy
Tauzin. Brouilette went on to serve
in the private sector as a lobbyist and
at DOE in the George W. Bush era.
Update on Pr oposed Gas
Gathering Line Regulations
T h e U. S . D e p a r t m e n t o f
Tr a n s p o r t a t i o n P i p e l i n e a n d
Hazardous Materials Safety
Administration (PHMSA) continues
developing
a gas gathering line
regulator y
proposal.
P H M S A’ s
final gas
gathering safety rule is being prepared and is anticipated to be

sent to the DOT Secretary’s office
in early 2020. KIOGA President
Edward Cross is a member of the
Independent Petroleum Association
of America (IPAA) Pipeline Safety
Task Force. We (IPAA task Force)
have been working to educate
PHMSA about the concerns of small
independent producers. PHMSA
plans to issues regulations for gas
gathering lines 8 5/8” OD and
greater.
PHMSA is also looking to develop
regulations that focus on Safety
Provisions for Large Diameter Rural
Gas Gathering Lines. These include
Type C and Type D gathering lines.
Type C: Any gathering line
greater than 12.75” outside diameter,
with a maximum allowable pressure
(MAOP) of 20% or more of specified minimum yield strength (SMYS).
If stress level is unknown, operator
shall determine according to applicable provisions in subpart C of 49
CFR 192, or use the MAOP limitation that applies to non-metallic
lines (> 125 psig). For lines greater
than 12.75”, up to and including 16”,
which do not contain any buildings
intended for human occupancy or
other impacted site within a class
location unit or potential impact
radius, operator may treat as a Type
D line.
Type D: Any gathering line
greater than 12.75” outside diameter,
with MAOP less than 20% SMYS or
MAOP equal to or less than 125 psig.

We have also been working to get
PHMSA to recognize Recommended
Practices (RP) governing the endpoints of production and gathering.
PHMSA had proposed to eliminate
RP-80, which has been the RP that
PHMSA has used in the past that
defines gathering by function, not
line diameter. However, at industry’s
urging, PHMSA is now proposing to
retain and update RP-80, contingent
upon progress by the industry-led
group to update RP-80. While it is
impossible to develop a version of
RP-80 that regulators, industry, and
the public would all find to be perfect, the current proposal retains
much of the function definition as
to what constitutes gathering, which
is vitally important for KIOGA
members.

FMCSA Hour s of Ser vice
(HOS) for Drivers Rule Proposal
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration (FMCSA) has proposed changes to its Hours of
Ser vice (HOS)
rules for drivers.
The proposal
includes five
main changes:
1) Change the
short-haul exception available to certain commercial
drivers by lengthening the drivers’
maximum onduty period from 12 to
14 hours and extending the distance

limit within which the driver may
operate from 100 air miles to 150 air
miles; 2) Modify the adverse driving
conditions exception by extending
by 2 hours the maximum window
during which driving is permitted; 3)
Increase flexibility for the 30-minute
break rule by tying the break requirement to 8 hours of driving time
without an interruption for at least
30 minutes, and allowing the break
to be satisfied by a driver using “on
duty, not driving” status, rather than
“off duty”only; 4) Modify the sleeper-berth exception to allow drivers
to split their required 10 hours off
duty into two periods: one period of
at least 7 consecutive hours in the
sleeper berth and the other period
of not less than 2 consecutive hours,
either off duty or in the sleeper
berth. Neither period would count
against the driver’s 14hour driving
window; and, 5) Allow one off-duty
break of at least 30 minutes, but not
more than 3 hours, that would pause
a truck driver’s 14-hour driving window, provided the driver takes 10
consecutive hours off-duty at the end
of the work shift. KIOGA President
Edward Cross sent a letter on behalf
of KIOGA to FMCSA commending
them on their retrospective review of
the current HOS rule and offered our
support for the proposed changes.
U. S . D O T M a y O p e n U p
Railroads for LNG Shipments
T h e U. S . D e p a r t m e n t o f
Transportation (DOT) has proposed
allowing railroads to begin transporting liquefied natural gas (LNG)
in special cryogenic tanker cars.
These tanker cars can maintain
temperatures of less than minus 300
degrees, and are currently used to

move chemicals like ammonia and
ethylene. Pipelines are still the most
optimal way to transport gas, but
LNG by rail can be a great way to
move gas into places with pipeline
constraints, like the Northeast.
Pipeline projects are under
increasing scrutiny. New York
Gover nor Andrew Cuomo has
blocked construction of new pipelines running through New York and
into New England.
Ta n ke r c a r s f u l l o f n a t u r a l
gas may represents a significant
safety risk. However, the Pipeline
and Hazardous Material Safety
Administration (PHMSA), maintains
it has studied the risks and decided
they are manageable.
“This major rule will establish
a safe, reliable, and durable mode
of transportation for LNG, while
substantially increasing economic
benefits and our nation’s energy
competitiveness in the global market,” PHMSA Administrator Skip
Elliott said in a statement.
The environmental g roup
Earthjustice, representing a coalition of activist groups, warned that
the administration has not done
enough to establish that LNG could
be moved safely by rail.
The transportation of LNG by rail
car is already allowed in Canada
and Japan. The oil company Japan
Petroleum Exploration has moved
LNG by cryogenic containers loaded
onto trains for close to two decades.
Enestas, a Mexican company with
offices in Houston, uses trucks to
transport natural gas from South
Texas to clients in Mexico.
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Injection Well Issues
Lead State Regulatory
Concerns
KIOGA Engaged

KIOGA has been busy during the
legislative interim addressing several
oil and gas industry concerns and
issues. Several KIOGA members
have participated in regulatory meetings focusing on issues important to
the independent oil and gas industry.
Injection Well/Earthquake
Issues

In October, Earl Lewis, Acting
Director of the Kansas Water Office,
contacted KIOGA and asked for an
industry speaker to participate in
a panel discussion of groundwater issues and Arbuckle formation
injection during the Governor’s
Water Conference in Wichita. Dana
Wreath of Berexco LLC agreed to
participate as the industry representative on the panel. On November
7th, Dana participated in a panel
discussion of Arbuckle injection well
issues during the Governor’s Water
Conference in Wichita. The panel
discussion was moderated by Rex
Buchanan, Director Emeritus Kansas
Geological Survey. The other panelists included Rick Miller and Dave
Newell of the Kansas Geological
Survey and Brian Clennan, Director
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of Public Works for the City of
Hutchinson.
It was unfortunate to hear Dave
Newell of the Kansas Geological
Sur vey tell the audience that
Arbuckle wells could become artesian wells “spitting up” salt water
to the surface or contaminating
ground water. This, of course, is
false. Newell failed to provide facts
about distance between zones,
impermeable rock layers, surface
casing, production casing, completion actions, etc. Dana Wreath
did a spectacular job providing an
industry perspective on the issues
surrounding Arbuckle injection
wells. Dana corrected some of the
misinformation and provided facts
and information for a more complete
and informed discussion.
Governor Forming Arbuckle
Study Workgroup - On November
4th, KIOGA President Edward
Cross met with Governor Kelly
and her Chief of Staff to discuss
the injection well/seismic activity issue. Governor Kelly has been
approached by the Kansas Water
Authority and encouraged to form a
workgroup led by the Kansas Water
authority to “study the Arbuckle”.
Governor Kelly wants the Kansas
Water Office to facilitate the study
with the workgroup consisting of
representatives from the Kansas
Corporation Commission (KCC),
Kansas Department of Health
& Environment (KDHE), Kansas
Geological Survey, Kansas Wildlife

& Parks, Kansas Department of
Commerce, KIOGA, a Class I injection well operator, and a public
stakeholder. While the workgroup is
still coming together, Governor Kelly
hopes the workgroup could come
up with a study plan by September
1, 2020 and then establish a time
table for completing the study. The
Governor and her Chief of Staff
asked Cross for his thoughts on the
issue and the workgroup. Cross said
that KIOGA takes the issue of injection wells/seismic concerns very
seriously and continually works to
find fact-based scientific solutions.
Cross explained that the real issue
is that any injection well (Class I
or Class II) drilled into and injecting into the granite wash in high
seismic risk areas increases risk for
seismic activity. Cross provided
the Governor and her staff several
information pieces we (KIOGA)
developed (Facts About Induced
Seismicity, Seismicity & Injection
Wells in Kansas, Seismic Activity in
Kansas, and KCC developed map
of locations of recent earthquake
epicenters and Class I and Class
II wells). As far as the workgroup,
Cross said KIOGA would be helpful by ensuring any study is correct,
scientifically-based, and limited in
scope to the site-specific features
of the areas in question. Cross also
suggested a good first step would be
a more complete sharing of injection
well data from the KDHE. Governor
Kelly said she understands that there
is a serious lack of data sharing.

Governor Kelly said she was appreciative that KIOGA provided helpful
information and she would look to us
for credible information on energy
issues going forward.
KCC Continues Looking to
Revise Regulations
The Kansas
Corporation
Commission
(KCC) Oil &
Gas Advisory
Board has
formed groups to look into specific
topics and report back recommendations to the Advisory for potential
regulatory amendments, deletions,
or additions. Several KIOGA members participate in each of the
workgroups. The abandoned well
workgroup has completed work on
revising K.S.A. 55-179. KIOGA and
the KCC will be working to advance
legislation in the 2020 Kansas legislative Session to diminish regulatory
uncertainty regarding abandoned
well responsibility. Three additional
workgroups will look at:
•

•

regulations, licensing,
and notices/protests.
The KCC is developing
a markup of regulations
they think need attention
and have encouraged
industry to identify areas
where the 100 series
regulations need work.
Several KIOGA members are participating in
the workgroup.
To p i c : F i n a n c e Wo r k i n g
Group. Purpose: This working group will review reported
revenue and track production
trends to advise if regulatory
amendments are necessary
to the oil and gas production
assessments.
• KIOGA representatives
participated in this work
group discussion as dialogue began on the KCC
budgeting process, cost
and revenue projections,

•

mill levy changes, and
other sources of revenue.
Topic: 15-CONS-770-CMSC.
Purpose: This working group
will discuss drafting potential
permanent regulations based
on the Commission’s Orders in
the saltwater injection volume
limitation docket for portions
of south-central Kansas.
• The group agreed with
the KCC proposal to
draft permanent regulations based on the KCC’s
Orders in the saltwater
injection volume limitation docket for portions
of south-central Kansas.
KCC is working to draft
regulations for working
group review.

Topic: K.A.R. 82-3-100 series
of regulations. Purpose: This
working group will review the
100 series regulations and provide suggestions for updating
the entire series of regulations.
• The KCC has outlined
several areas they think
need updated including definitions, TA well
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Opportunity
Through Challenge
A message from
your KIOGA President,
Edward Cross

Please let me wish each of you
and your family a most joyful
holiday season and healthy and
happy New Year! Each of you
makes a difference every day for
our nation’s energy security and
economic well-being. You are a
crucial part of what makes this
nation function efficiently day to
day. You are amazing!
I take great pride in my role
within KIOGA. With respect to
the past and an eye to the future,
KIOGA has a firm foundation
and a bright future, as does our
industry, our members, our great
State of Kansas, and our beloved
country.
Over my 30+ year oil and gas
career, I have seen many changes
in the oil and gas industry. But at
no time in my career have I experienced a time of more dramatic
and rapid change than what’s happening today. I don’t know a lot
of things about the future, but I
do know the pace and complexity
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of change will likely increase.
Tension between oil and gas
developers and environmental
concerns will continue to be a
significant challenge. However,
I also believe great opportunities
can arise from addressing critical
issues.
KIOGA, and its members, and
its allies are now as busy, relevant,
and strong in our efforts as at any
time in the association’s history,
working on behalf of the Kansas
independent oil and gas industry.
As has been the case historically
through times of challenge, industry adapts and evolves to produce
the next generation of dynamic
growth and success.
KIOGA has been a leader in
the discussions taking place in
Topeka and Washington about
key energy policy concerns. At
the same time, we aggressively
combat state and federal regulatory onslaughts by providing facts
and analyses through advocacy
and legal challenges.
As you will see in this newsletter, we continue to connect
and communicate with key
policymakers in Topeka and
Washington. This newsletter also
provides an update on our regulatory advocacy and litigation
efforts.
KIOGA’s vision is simple - to
promote the development of

Kansas’s oil and natural gas resources for
the betterment of society. We recognize that
o u r m e m b e r s t r u ly
are the fabric of many
communities throughout Kansas. KIOGA
members not only
employ and support
over 100,000 Kansans
and their families with
good-paying jobs boosting our state economy,
but also pay significant
taxes and often make
significant charitable
gifts that support communities and general
overall well-being of our
state.
T h ro u g h r i g o ro u s
engagement at the
state and federal level,
KIOGA works to create a more stable and
predictable political
and regulatory environment for our members.
We are committed to
being a positive, credible, and proactive voice
for industry, promoting
respectful dialogue and
education to advance
oil and gas interests at
the state and federal
level. We accomplish

this through the three pillars of
our Business Strategy: Legislative,
Regulatory, and Outreach.
Our challenge going forward
as advocates of this industry is
to work hard each and every
day to make sure people have
access to the best information
available. I encourage all of you
to communicate with state and
federal policymakers and the
public about why making the
right decisions on energy is so
important for our nation’s future.
I have found that when people
know more about our industry,
energy issues, and energy in general, they support public policies
that include oil and natural gas.
Good communication requires
accurate, fact-based information.
KIOGA continually updates our
fact sheets and reference material
and you can find that information
on our website at www.kioga.org
or contact us and we will get that
information to you.
Going forward in 2020, KIOGA
will work together with our allies
to promote sensible energy policy
that promotes American energy
development and not penalize
America’s independent oil and
gas producers. We will focus our
efforts to highlight the important
role oil and natural gas plays in
enriching life experiences and
enhancing our quality of life.

Our regulatory advocacy efforts
emphasize common sense regulatory policy and will focus on
protecting operational certainty.
We will be informing key policymakers of the key advantages
available to our state and nation
through increased domestic oil
and natural gas production.
These activities are only possible thanks to the commitment of
KIOGA members. Your support
of KIOGA is now even more vital
to our future. The work we have
done over the past several years
to educate policymakers and the
public about our industry has laid
a foundation for moving forward.
Our voice is being heard and
many key policymakers and government officials look to KIOGA
and our colleagues for guidance
on sensitive and critical oil and
natural gas issues. I would like to
especially thank each and every
one of you for your participation
and commitment to our association during these challenging
times.
KIOGA will be here to inform
and guide our industry through
any challenges. We will stay vigilant and stand up for different
issues pertinent to our industry
and America’s future.
On behalf of the KIOGA
board and voluntary leadership,
I thank you for your continued
membership and support. Your
membership makes a positive difference and your support is vital
to our industry’s future.

JOIN!
The Wichita Desk and Derrick is a dynamic
organization that promotes the education of
the petroleum, energy and allied industries
and advances the professional
development of its members.
Member Benefits:
• Learn from energy industry experts.
• Network with energy industry leaders
and colleagues.
• Attend regional and national meetings.
• Receive critical updates and information
about the energy industry.
• Enhance communication and leadership
skills.
• Make friends for life!
For more information about the Wichita
Desk and Derrick and to learn about
member eligibility, visit our Wichita Desk
and Derrick facebook page, or contact
Shannon Wiseman
shannon@raymondoil.com|| 316.267.4214
The Wichita Desk and Derrick is a proud
affiliate of the Association of Desk And Derrick
Clubs, www.addc.org
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Kansas Independent Oil & Gas Association (KIOGA)
Eastern Kansas Oil & Gas Association (EKOGA)
Kansas Petroleum Council (KPC)

Invite you to:

Kansas Oil & Gas Day
Legislative Reception
Kansas Oil & Gas Day
Legislative Reception
Kansas State Capitol
1st Floor
300 SW 10th Avenue
Topeka, Kansas
(North Wing)

The Kansas Independent Oil & Gas Association (KIOGA), Eastern
Kansas Oil & Gas Association (EKOGA), and Kansas Petroleum Council (KPC)
will be sponsoring an “Oil & Gas Day” legislative reception event during the
2020 Kansas Legislative Session. The event will be held in the north wing
of the 1st floor of the Kansas State Capitol in Topeka on Wednesday, January 29, 2020 from 7:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. A Kansas country breakfast will

Need a Hotel?
A special group rate for
rooms have been secured
at the Ramada Convention
Center Downtown Topeka.
A group rate of $83 per
night will be available for
the evening of Tuesday,
January 28, 2020. The
Ramada Convention Center
Downtown Topeka is
located at 420 SE 6th
Street, Topeka, Kansas
66607. Reservations can be
made at 785-234-5400 or
800-432-2424 and refer to
group
code
Kansas
Independent Oil & Gas.
Reservations made after
January 17, 2020 will be
accepted on a space
available basis.
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be offered to all Kansas lawmakers and governmental decision-makers as
well as all KIOGA, EKOGA, and KPC members who attend. Our legislative
sponsor this year is State Senator Rob Olson (R-Olathe). KIOGA will also
distribute information about the Kansas oil and gas industry. The 2020 reception marks the 14th consecutive year we have organized the event.
The event has proven to be very effective for building good will and providing an opportunity for our industry to communicate with legislators on issues important to our industry. Mark your calendars and we will see you
in Topeka on January 29th!
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the potential consequences of future
options and design those that are necessary to be fair and cost effective.
Additionally, further action will be necessary to support necessary changes in the
Reconsideration proposal as it reaches
completion.

Update on Methane
Regulations
Kansas Marginal Well
Investigations - KIOGA
Submits Comments
One of
KIOGA’s
top fede r a l
priorities
is EPA’s
ongoing
efforts to
rewrite methane emissions regulations
released by the Obama administration in 2016. The EPA announced on
August 29th changes fArom the Obamaera methane regulations including the
change of the regulated emission from
methane to volatile organic compounds
(VOC). The August 29th EPA announcement was supported by KIOGA because
it would be far more cost effective
with regard to the breadth of emission
sources.
E PA P r o p o s a l t o C h a n g e
Regulations from Methane to VOC
– On August 29th, the EPA announced
changes from the Obama-era methane
regulations. The proposal reverses a
2016 Obama Administration action
(Subpart OOOOa) that changed the
regulated emissions to methane.
Previously, 2012 regulations (Subpart
OOOO) targeted VOC emissions.
KIOGA has consistently advocated for
the use of VOC emissions as the basis
of these air regulations. For the oil and
natural gas production portions of the
regulations, the choice of regulated
emissions does not change the environmental benefits. Both VOC and methane
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are emitted together and the technologies to manage either manage both.
Biggest Impact is on Existing
Facilities - The principal aspect of this
VOC proposal relates to its implications for existing facility regulations. By
choosing methane as the regulated emission in 2016, the Obama Administration
triggered a little used provision of the
Clean Air Act. Under this provision
(titled Section 111(d)), when EPA issued
its new source methane regulations, it
initiated the development of a nationwide regulation on all existing facilities.
The Trump Administration suspended
this effort in 2017. Currently, there are
about one million existing oil and natural
gas production facilities. Of these about
125,000 to 150,000 are regulated under
the 2012 Subpart OOOO regulations.
This number will grow each year as
new wells are drilled. However, of the
remaining facilities, about 770,000 are
low production, marginal wells. These
wells would be significantly affected
and threatened if methane continues
to be the regulated emission. The most
threatening part of the EPA regulations
is a fugitive emissions requirement that
is an expensive, perpetual operating cost
and not cost effective for low production
wells.
New Facilities Still Regulated Importantly, the change in the regulated
emission to VOC does not alter the
requirements for new facilities. Controls
on storage tanks, pneumatic controllers,
pneumatic pumps, reduced emissions
completions (REC), fugitive emissions
and other elements of Subpart OOOO
and Subpart OOOOa will continue to be

required. Many media accounts have
mischaracterized the scope of the VOC
proposal, suggesting that these regulations would be eliminated for oil and
natural gas production operations.
E PA S t i l l Wo r k i n g o n
Reconsideration Regulations - Part
of the confusion regarding the implications of the VOC proposal results
from a second EPA regulatory initiative
– Subpart OOOOa
Reconsideration –
that was released in
2018. This proposal
includes provisions
changing the 2016
Subpar t OOOOa
regulations but it
does not change the
regulated emission
from methane. These changes include:
changes to storage tank management
requirements, revisions to the frequency
of the fugitive emissions program, the
creation of different requirements for
new low production wells, provisions
related to alternatives to the fugitive
emissions programs and mechanisms
to allow the use of state fugitive emissions programs. KIOGA filed extensive
comments on this Reconsideration proposal (December 2018 and June 2019)
requesting changes to make it workable
and met with EPA Administrator Andrew
Wheeler and EPA staff to press for these
changes. Without change, the regulatory
proposal will not provide meaningful
revisions. The Reconsideration proposal
is moving toward finalization over the
next few months.

Environmental Activists Attack
– Environmental activists oppose both
of these proposals and are actively
mischaracterizing them. A key issue
for these activists in the 2016 Obama
Administration regulations was the
decision to regulate methane. The reason – it would apply the costly fugitive
emissions requirements to all existing
facilities in the country. Now, they are
focusing their attention on the VOC
proposal arguing that it would result
in no existing facility controls, primarily focusing on the fugitive emissions
requirements. This is false. First, all new
facilities after mid-2017 must continue
to apply the 2016 fugitive emissions
program. As more wells are drilled,
this fugitive emissions program will be
applied to them. Second, states have
existing facility regulations – some
are VOC based, some are methane
based. These are not affected. Third, in
October 2016, EPA released a Control
Techniques Guidelines model regulations document that states must use to
develop existing facility regulations in
Ozone Nonattainment areas, such as the
Dallas-Fort Worth area and the entire
state of Pennsylvania. Fourth, many
companies are engaged in voluntary
programs that include fugitive emissions
management initiatives.
Next Steps – KIOGA will be developing comments supporting the VOC
proposal and meeting with regulatory
agencies to encourage action. KIOGA
submitted comments to the EPA on
November 22nd supporting the proposal to change the targeted emissions
from methane to VOC because it gives
EPA the opportunity to fully understand

Methane Emission Marginal Well
Field Investigations - Researchers
invited participation from Kansas oil and
gas producers in a confidential survey
assessing emissions from marginal oil
and natural gas wells. Specifically, data
was sought on methane emissions from
America’s marginal wells in order to
address critical knowledge gaps and supply valuable information used to develop
industry regulations. This project is
being funded by the U.S. Department of
Energy’s (DOE) Office of Fossil Energy
and in-kind contributions.
The Kansas oil and gas industry
joined the Michigan oil and gas industry,
Illinois oil and gas industry, and Indiana
oil and gas industry to participate in the
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) study
[Quantification of Methane Emissions from
Marginal (Small Producing) Oil and Gas
Wells (DE-FE0031702)] to quantify and
compare methane emissions at marginal
and non-marginal wells. We believe that
unbiased, representative and appropriate results are necessary to respond
to recent and future proposed amendments to EPA’s New Source Performance
Standards (NSPS, 40 CFR Part 60,
Subpart OOOOa) methane emissions
rules.
GSI Environmental, Inc. is the EPA/
DOE approved
contractor
employed to
conduct the
study. GSI agreed to include a survey of
methane emissions from marginal wells
of the type found in Michigan, Kansas,
Illinois, West Virginia, and Indiana in the
study.
While the EPA is currently reconsidering segments of the NSPS for the oil and
natural gas sector, including provisions

relating to low production well sites,
more comprehensive data on marginal
oil and gas production sites across the
U.S. is needed to improve the understanding of emissions from marginal
wells and could help shape rules promulgated by the government in the future.
The EPA made it very clear that if we
do not provide data and specific examples to support our comments, EPA will
not revise the proposal.
That is why the work
that we do (the methane
emission survey, KIOGA
c o m m e n t s, m e t h a n e
coalition comments, and
the DOE study) is critical
going forward. KIOGA
submitted a comprehensive white paper
on the impact of methane regulations on
marginal oil and gas producers in Kansas
that includes compliance cost estimates,
project economics, documentation burden, and more. The KIOGA white paper
included defensible data and supporting
information to help build a solid position for reinstituting a low-production
well exemption. KIOGA also join the
industry methane litigation coalition
comments to EPA.
The methane emissions survey being
conducted by GSI Environmental, Inc. is
progressing. GSI has completed a desktop review of 75,000 wells from 40,000
sites across the U.S. including many
here in Kansas. The next step is field
investigations. GSI plans to conduct
field investigations at 100-200 sites in 3
regions across the U.S. GSI will be coming to field sites to measure methane
emissions from wells and tank batteries
from operators who have voluntarily
offered site access. The operator of any
site selected for measurements will be
contacted in advance of any field investigation. As of this writing, GSI has
conducted field investigations in West
Virginia and Kentucky, will be moving
to Indiana in late November, and will be
in Kansas on December 12th-13th. GSI
plans to complete the site measurements
in December and hope to have a final
report ready by the end of May 2020.
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KIOGA Completes
Western Kansas
Listening Tour
KIOGA appreciates the
opportunity to seek advice
of our members
KIOGA Chair man David
Bleakley and KIOGA President
Edward Cross toured western
Kansas on October 28th-29th
to listen to the thoughts, ideas,
and concerns of Kansas oil
and natural gas producers.
Roundtable discussions were
held in Great Bend, Garden
City, and Russell. Special
thanks go to Ed Nemnich,
Kyle Nemnich, and Karen
Mitchell for organizing the
Great Bend event at the
Kansas Oil & Gas Museum,
H.J. Swender for organizing

the Garden City event at the
offices of American Warrior,
Inc., and Tim Scheck for
organizing the Russell event at
the Dole-Specter Conference
Center in Russell. These
roundtable discussions add to
the western Kansas meetings
KIOGA conducted in July in
Hays, Victoria, Russell, Great
Bend, Sterling, Hutchinson,
and Wichita.
The Kansas oil and natural
gas industry is an important
part of the Kansas economy
and KIOGA wanted to hear
first-hand the concerns of our
membership. The informal
roundtable events provided
an opportunity for producers

and KIOGA members to share
concerns and thoughts about
important state and federal
issues that affect them and
their businesses and what
they believe is important for
growth and protection of the
oil and gas industry and the
Association. KIOGA greatly
appreciated the opportunity to
seek the advice of our members on issues important to our
industry.

POWERING KANSAS
PRODUCERS
Foley Power Solutions and Foley Equipment are experienced and trusted partners to the
Kansas oil and gas industry. At the well site or downstream, Cat® engines power production
and distribution and are supported by a statewide product support network for onsite service
and maintenance plus Foley’s state-of-the-art engine rebuild facility in Park City, Kansas.
•
•
•
•
•

Diesel and natural gas-powered engines from C4.4 to 3616
Well site service & support
Prime movers
Engine rebuild & exchange
Rental generator sets, temperature control & air compressors

Whether you’re pumping mud down hole or pumping
gas downstream, Foley has a broad range of engines
for any product or distribution application.

Portable generators, heating,
cooling & air compressors

Great Bend

Garden City

Russell

Exchange Engines

Chanute
(620) 431-3600

Concordia
(785) 243-1960

Great Bend
(620) 792-5246

Manhattan
(785) 537-2101

Salina
(785) 825-4661

Colby
(785) 462-3913

Dodge City
(620) 225-4121

Liberal
(620) 626-6555

Olathe
(913) 393-0303

Topeka
(785) 266-5770

© 2014 Foley Industries All rights reserved.
CAT, CATERPILLAR, their respective logos,
“Caterpillar Yellow,” the “Power Edge” trade
dress as well as corporate and product
identity used herein, are trademarks of
Caterpillar and may not be used without
permission.
www.cat.com www.caterpillar.com

FoleyEq-248.indd 1
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Engine Rebuilds

www.foleypowersolutions.com

Wichita
(316) 943-4211

www.foleyeq.com
12/31/13 11:36 AM
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Promises to
Ban Hydraulic
Fracturing
Not Popular in Key Swing
States
New polling shows promises
to ban hydraulic fracturing are
not popular in key swing states
– especially Pennsylvania, a
must-win state for Democratic
presidential hopefuls. A survey of
voters in Pennsylvania, Michigan,
Wisconsin, and Minnesota released
on November 7th offered a warning sign for progressive candidates
in the 2020 presidential field,
indicating swing voters have a
less-than-favorable view on an

outright ban on fracking.
A ban on fracking, supported by
several in the Democratic field, is a
“bad idea” to 57% of swing voters
surveyed.
The results lend credence to
what many Democrats have
warned recently: that the party
risks alienating some working class
voters with such proposals.
Among Democratic voters, 36%
list Medicare-for-All as a “top priority.” Republicans, independents
and Democrats alike in higher
numbers said lowering prescription drug costs and maintaining

CONTRACTORS AND PRODUCERS
250 N. Water, Suite 300, Wichita, KS 67202

316-267-3241

Serving the Oil and Gas Industry Since 1926
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Get on Board the KIOGA Express
Contact the Wichita office and
get your office signed up today to
start receiving
up to date information.
protections for people with pre-existing conditions are top priorities.
Repealing and replacing the
Affordable Care Act remained
a significant desire mostly for
Republicans, 52% of whom labeled
it a top priority.
Health care, generally, is the most
important issue for Democrats and
independents heading into 2020,
according to the survey, while a
large margin of Republicans feel
the economy is their focus.
President Trump has run most
of his re-election campaign on the
strength of the economy, touting
low unemployment numbers and
wage growth. Democrats generally
view the economy with pessimism,
according to the poll. About 8 in
10 Democratic voters say the economy will experience “bad times”
over the next year. While independents were evenly divided on
the issue, 80% of Republicans said
they expect “good times” for the
economy.
Of the Democratic field,
Elizabeth War ren placed first
among Democrats in three of
the battleground states with Joe
Biden claiming the top spot for
Democrats in Pennsylvania.

Service Bodies * Service Cranes * Dump
Bodies * Lift Gates * Storage & Cargo

www.kioga.org
kioga@kioga.org
316-263-7297

Visit Us Online at KansasTruck.net

Membership in KIOGA
gives you:
•
•
•
•
•

A u n i t e d Vo i c e i n To p e k a &
Washington
Access to legislative & business
information
A Way to build public understanding
A stronger industry voice
Access to industry publications

Become a member today
Pass the newsletter
to non-members
Help us grow our network in the
oil and gas industry

Member
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Voice of the Kansas
Independent
Petroleum Industry
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Your KIOGA Membership
Makes a Difference

Oil & Gas Compact Commission
(IOGCC), Council for a Secure
America (CSA), and the Energy
Education Partnership, Inc. (EEPI)
means the concerns of Kansas
Independent oil and gas producers are heard in Topeka as well as
Washington.

Fo u n d e d i n 1 9 3 7 , t h e
Kansas Independent Oil & Gas
Association (KIOGA) is a nonprofit member organization
representing oil and gas producers in Kansas, as well as allied
service and supply companies.
KIOGA represents the interests of the oil and gas industry
at the local, state, and federal
levels of government. KIOGA
is committed to ensuring that
tomorrow’s economic climate
will be one in which our members can grow and prosper. Our
active presence before the Kansas
Legislature, U.S. Congress, and
state and federal regulatory agencies means that the concerns of
independents like you are foremost in the minds of legislators
and government officials. Our
cooperative partnerships and
networking with other state
associations, the Domestic
Energ y Producer s Alliance
(DEPA), Independent Petroleum
Association of America (IPAA),
U.S. Global Leadership Coalition
(USGLC), National Stripper Well
Association (NSWA), Interstate

When addressing the benefits of KIOGA membership,
we can begin with our motto
“KIOGA - Voice of the Kansas
I n d e p e n d e n t Pe t r o l e u m
Industry”. KIOGA is an everyday, frontline representative of
the Kansas independent oil and
natural gas industry.
Membership in KIOGA gives
you:
• A United Voice in Topeka
and Washington
• Few independent businesses have the budget,
time, and exper tise
to individually tackle
issues at the federal,
state, and local levels of
government as well as
regulatory issues.
• The Power of Unity
• KIOGA achieves results
through a strong coalition of independent
businesses with a common purpose and goal
optimizing our effectiveness on critical issues.
• Access to Legislative and

•

•

•

•

•

Business Information
• Whether you need to
know how to comply
with the latest laws and
regulations or need
legislative updates on
pending issues, KIOGA
provides you with
timely information that
can affect your company’s profit and growth
opportunities.
KIOGA Newsletter published 6 times a year that
covers government relations issues and other
industry topics important
to you.
KIOGA Website at www.
kioga.org for industr y
infor mation and online
communication capabilities.
KIOGA Express is an email
information service that
keeps members abreast of
ongoing and breaking oil
and natural gas industry
news.
The American Oil & Gas
Repor ter, a fast-paced
monthly magazine that covers the industry from A to
Z.
KIOGA President Reports
and KIOGA Federal &
State Legislative Reports
keep members current with
federal and state legislative, regulatory, and policy
issues.

•

•

Kansas Oil & Gas Industry
Strategic Analysis is an
annual comprehensive
report that provides the
latest information on the
economic impact of the
Kansas oil and gas industry including statistics on
Kansas oil and gas industry
activity, taxes, production,
issues, challenges, and
opportunities.
A Way to Build Public

Understanding
• Today, public perception continues to be a
major challenge facing
the domestic oil and
gas industry. Join our
efforts to fight the negative public image that
has made voters and
policymakers unsympathetic to major problems
confronting independent
oil and gas producers.
Our industr y faces many
challenges. Thanks to KIOGA
members, voters and policymakers in Kansas are learning that the
oil and gas industry is working for
them, the economy, and the environment. KIOGA advances in

the name of the industry pausing
only to acknowledge the accomplishments of our members
whose support makes our efforts
possible. To you, our gratitude.
If you are not a member of
KIOGA, we encourage you to
join. Through KIOGA you can
play a significant role in our
efforts to win the political battles
in Topeka and Washington and
the public relations battle in the
court of public opinion. Be a part
of the solution. Join us today!
Your membership makes a difference and is vital if we are to
maintain our status as the “Voice
of the Kansas Independent
Petroleum Industry”.
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Public Perception
Challenges Critical for
Oil & Gas Industry
An Informed Public
has Never Been More
Necessary
For decades, the U.S. oil and gas
industry has lamented the industry’s
public perception and the lingering lack
of trust between the public and industry. Despite periodic calls for more
industry openness as well as a number
of high-profile campaigns to inform the
public, Americans seem to have never
been less mindful of the importance of
oil and natural gas in their day-to-day
lives, nor more skeptical toward companies that find, produce, and deliver
the oil and gas that make modern living
possible.
In this era of technological disruption,
many industries are fighting to stay relevant. Oil and gas is facing a time when
energy abundance allows consumers to
make new choices about their energy
usage. In this environment, public perception of the industry is ever more
critical.
How Does the Public View the Oil
& Gas Industry?
A recent nationwide study gauged
how the public and industry think about
a number of key energy issues. The
study found that Americans value the
industry for its expertise and its technological prowess, but they remain
unconvinced that oil and gas companies
are trustworthy on important issues such
as protecting the environment. Most
importantly, Americans recognize that
the oil and gas industry efficiently delivers products they need, but increasingly
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would prefer other sources. Specifically,
the study found:
The public agree oil and gas are necessary and valuable to modern lifestyle.
Few study respondents doubt the industry’s importance to the economy, and
they appreciate its role as an employer.
However, the public also overwhelmingly agree the industry is a polluter.
Americans are divided on which traits
define the oil and gas industry. About
half of the study respondents recognized the oil and gas industry for its
technological leadership and innovation.
But fewer than half would welcome the
industry in their community.
• The public has an overall positive
view of the oil and gas industry,
but rate other industries higher.
They think of oil first when they
think of the oil and gas industry. The public believes oil and
gas are important to the national
economy and modern lifestyle,
but distrust industry to protect
the environment or consumer
pocketbooks. Overall, public
believes the industry is good for
society though they still see it as
a problem causer, not a problem
solver.
• Even though, across generations,
there is a net positive perception
of oil and gas, the perception
that the oil and gas industry is
good for society decreases with
each new generation. Oil and
gas value to consumers is based
largely on necessity, a weak attribute for long-term appreciation
and support.
• Industr y underestimates the
level of trust the public has in the

•

•

industry. The study found that
about half of the respondents
said they trust oil and gas companies while 76% of industry expect
the public not to trust industry.
The public believes oil and gas
should be the primary sources
of U.S. energy until cleaner
energy sources can replace them.
Consumers are waiting for the
next best thing when it comes to
their energy. In the meantime,
they will accept oil and gas.
Industry too believes oil and gas
should be the primary sources of
U.S. energy until cleaner energy
sources can replace them. But
the agreement is based on different understandings. Industry
has a deeper understanding of
the time frames involved in the
complex shift from one major
fuel source to another. In a society that is built around oil and
gas, a comprehensive adoption
of other fuel sources will likely
take decades. In addition, some
desired forms of clean energy,
such as battery-powered vehicles,
still face significant technological
hurdles before they can become
inexpensive and widespread.
Industry also has a different
perspective on what the word
“replace” means. The public isn’t
likely to be thinking in terms of
issues such as pricing, efficiency,
degree of access, and all the
other factors involved in ensuring
that people and businesses have
the fuel they need. But, to industry, oil and gas cannot be fully
replaced until there is something

just as cheap, just as reliable, and
just as readily available. That fact
raises the “replacement bar” considerably and extends the lifetime
of traditional hydrocarbons.
These perceptions color ever y
opinion the public has of oil and gas
companies – from their reputation as
corporate citizens to their attractiveness
as places to work.
Next Step to Raising Awareness
Fo r ye a r s ,
KIOGA has
ser ved as the
primary source
of information on issues
ranging from
oil and gas taxation, environmental
issues, energy policy, economic impact
of the oil and gas industry and more.
As the debate around oil and gas production continues to resonate around
the country, KIOGA continues to provide fact-based scientific information
to inform policymakers and the public
about the economic and environmental benefits of safe and responsible oil
and gas development. However, we
recognized early-on that responding to
public concerns about oil and gas issues
with technical information alone did not
address the visceral concerns of the
public.
In response, KIOGA launched our
Next Step to Raising Energy Awareness
campaign in 2017. This program combines technical, fact-based, scientific
information with explanations of how
integral responsibility is to industry
actions. In addition, the communication

strategy demonstrates how oil and gas
lift people up by enriching life experiences and enhancing the quality of life
for all people. The program empathizes
with people’s concerns, shows leadership in addressing those concerns, and
underscores the considerable extent to
which industry and societal values align
all of which help foster public trust and
support.
Since being launched, KIOGA’s Next
Step to Raising Energy Awareness program
has taken the Kansas oil and gas industry to a new and unprecedented level of
communication and public engagement.
Through aggressive public outreach
efforts including speaking engagements, editorials, media interviews, and
more, KIOGA has moved the oil and gas
industry from merely having a dialogue
with policymakers and the public to the
forefront of a multidimensional public
education effort. It is working! KIOGA
has spoken at 22 public forums, engaged
in over 50 media inquiries, and provided
13 editorials to media across Kansas and
the nation in 2019.
KIOGA’s 2020 communication strategy is to highlight the issues that often
get buried underneath the political positioning. KIOGA’s public outreach efforts
work hand-in-hand with our government
relations programs to enhance the effectiveness of KIOGA’s advocacy efforts.
There is a very real opportunity to
create a stronger, more effective connection with the American public that
recognizes their values and concerns
and allows them to understand better
the critical role that oil and gas play in
America’s everyday lives. This type of
connection is more than an opportunity.
Earning the trust of the American public will become an absolute necessity
to protect and enhance the many key
elements of business success - from
recruiting and retaining talent to access
to capital, regulatory stability, tax fairness, and more.

Getting the Message Out -

KIOGA continues our vigorous campaign speaking at public forums across
Kansas and elsewhere. KIOGA has
made presentations at 22 public forums
in 2019. The presentations summarize
America’s energy picture today, the challenges faced by the small businesses that
make up the Kansas independent oil and
gas industry, and what industry is doing
to address those challenges. KIOGA
presentations bring
to light the
facts and science about
important energ y
issues and topics from injection wells
and earthquakes to hydraulic fracturing
and energy policy. We also include facts
and information in every presentation
on how the oil and gas industry greatly
enhances quality of life for all. Fossil
fuels are needed throughout the world
to lift people up, which is different than
a philosophy of embracing a zero-emissions world. On September 27th,
KIOGA President Edward Cross joined
The Petroleum Alliance of Oklahoma
President Chad Warmington in a discussion of industry image issues and what
our industry is doing to address public
perception challenges at an energy symposium during the Association of Desk
& Derrick Clubs Annual Convention in
Kansas City. Warren Martin of Kansas
Strong provided a motivational talk
during a luncheon at the convention as
well.
Continued on page 40
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Public Perception
Continued

Share your newsletter
or request more copies
kioga.org

Informed Public

Going forward in 2020, KIOGA
already has speaking engagements scheduled with the Society
of Independent Professional Earth
Scientists (SIPES) in Wichita, the
Vanguard Club in Kansas City, and
the Southwest
Topeka Kiwanis
Club. In addition, the Kansas
Fa r m & R a n c h
R adio Networ k
has reached out to
KIOGA for information about the Kansas
oil and gas industry and KIOGA. KIOGA
will be conducting a series of radio interviews with the Kansas Farm & Ranch
Radio Network over the next several
weeks and months to raise awareness
about the challenges and opportunities
facing the small businesses that make
up the Kansas oil and gas industry. The
news and information will be broadcast
on 39 radio stations throughout Kansas.
KIOGA has engaged in over 50 media
inquiries in 2019.
KIOGA Editorials Receive Big
Response - In early November, KIOGA
President Edward Cross wrote an editorial on energy policy and distributed
it to media. The editorial titled Let’s
Focus Energy Policy on Lifting People Up
received a big response being published
in 17 newspapers across Kansas. The
newspapers include:
• Butler County Times-Gazette
• Hays Daily News
• Hutchinson News
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and presentations on basic oil and gas
operations with the EEPI group to
help develop a field inspector training
program.

McPherson Sentinel
The Kansan (Newton)
Ottawa Herald
Salina Journal
Wellington Daily News
Dodge City Globe
Garden City Telegram
Kiowa County Signal
Pratt Tribune
St. John News
Leavenworth Times
Topeka Capital-Journal
Gyp Hill Premier (Medicine Lodge)
Coffeyville Journal

The Kansas City Star, St. Louis PostDispatch, and Arkansas Democrat Gazette
(Little Rock) said they were interested in
the article but would only run editorials
that were exclusive to them.
KIOGA editorials continue to be published by newspapers and media across
Kansas and elsewhere. Thirteen (13)
KIOGA editorials have been published
by media across Kansas and elsewhere
in 2019. KIOGA editorials focus on
relaying messages that our state and
nation must continue to move forward
to promote comprehensive energy policy that will improve America’s energy
supply and national security and that oil
and natural gas must be a part of our
energy solution. In addition, KIOGA
communicates how responsibility is an
integral part of industry’s considerations
and decisions. KIOGA emphasizes how
the independent oil and gas industry’s
values align with societal values and
illustrates and describe how the industry
enriches life experiences and enhances
our quality of life.
Going forward in 2020, the Center for
Economic Development and Business

Plan for Growth Going Forward

Basic Kansas Oil & Gas Operations
and Career Opportunities
Edward P. Cross, P.G., M.B.A.
President
Kansas Independent Oil & Gas Association

KIOGA

Research at Wichita State University has
asked KIOGA President Edward Cross to
write an article summarizing Kansas oil
and gas industry economic impact and
forecast going forward for their 2020
Kansas Economic Outlook publication.
In addition, World Oil magazine and the
Bakken Oil Business Journal has asked
KIOGA President Edward Cross for articles and editorials addressing energy
policy and public perception challenges.
The Energy Education Partnership, Inc.
(EEPI), a non-profit corporate organization consisting of representatives
appointed to serve on the Interstate Oil
& Gas Compact Commission (IOGCC)
is working to develop programs for state
regulatory field inspector education and
training. KIOGA President Edward
Cross serves as Vice Chair of the EEPI.
Cross has been sharing several papers

While improved communication is
certainly one element of a stronger
relationship with the American public, it
is by no means the only change needed
to improve industry’s reputations and
build a higher level of trust. Success
for oil and gas companies going forward will require a dramatic transition
in more than just business strategy. Oil
and gas companies will have to develop
new corporate cultures, customer-facing philosophies and everyday business
practices that are aligned with the public’s desire for a more environmentally
conscious, more consumer-oriented
industry. That is a tremendous undertaking that will impact every function
within the typical oil and gas company.
Surviving for another 100 years will
require new skills and strengths, and
an outward focus that recognizes the
industry’s limitations and strives to meet
consumer needs. The winners will be
those companies that can grasp the
monumental changes under way today
and reinvent themselves.

www.kioga.org
kioga@kioga.org
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Let’s Focus Energy Policy
on Lifting People UP
Opinion Editorial Written
by KIOGA President
Edward Cross that
appeared in media across
Kansas and elsewhere in
November 2019
Energy is so thoroughly woven
into our daily lives that few ever
question whether it will be there,
or where it comes from. Oilbased products are likely the first
thing you touch at the beginning
and end of each day, whether it
is your alarm clock, cellphone, or
even the toothpaste and toothbrush you use to brush your
teeth. As a key component in
heart valves, seat belts, helmets,
life vests, and even Kevlar, petroleum is saving tens of thousands
of lives daily. Furthermore, oil
and gas are key components in
many medicines and antibiotics
such as antiseptics, antihistamines, aspirin, and sulfa drugs.
The oil and gas industry has
done such a good job of creating abundant, af fordable,
always-available energy that
the world takes it for granted.
Because energy is so reliable
and available, some think we no
longer require it. We encounter
this paradox anytime we hear
from those who want to end oil
and gas production but still want
to benefit from oil and gas based
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materials and fuels.
What Americans expect and
deserve are the facts. And the
fact is, recent history has disproved the false premise that
economic growth and significant
increases in energy production must, necessarily, come at
the expense of environmental
improvement.
Today, the U.S. is not only
the world leader in energy production, but we have some of
the cleanest air in the world.
From 1970-2017, the six major
pollutants monitored by the
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) have plunged 73%, while
the U.S. economy grew by 262%.
EPA Data also shows that from
2011 to 2017, methane emissions
from oil and natural gas production in the U.S. decreased by 24%.
The oil and natural gas industry
has proven that over the longterm, we can lead the world in
energy production and environmental stewardship.
What would it mean for consumers, the economy, and future
job creation if we substantially
limited exploration, development, and use of fossil fuels in
America’s energy supply mix?
A recent study by the Energy
Infor mation Administration
indicates the average American
family would see their energy
costs increase by $4,550 per year.

It could mean a cumulative loss
of $11.8 trillion in the nation’s
GDP and the loss of 6 million
jobs. Recent studies indicate
that if the U.S. eliminated all CO2
emissions immediately, it would
avert 0.07 degrees of warming
by 2050. If Kansas alone eliminated all CO2 emissions, it would
avert 0.001 degrees of warming
by 2050. How many lost jobs is
that worth?
The U.S. has a unique opportunity to show the world how
energy abundance can be used
as a positive force to lift people up, which is different than a
zero-emissions world. We should
work to ensure more people have
access to safe, affordable, and
reliable energy. Because to rise
out of poverty and enjoy health
and safety, people need more
energy, not less.
We should set aside the acrimony and division that has
marked too much of past energy
policy discussions and work
together as one nation on a positive forward-looking energy future
based on the understanding that
our nation’s best energy future
can only be achieved through
a true all-of-the-above energy
strategy.
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KANSAS INDEPENDENT OIL & GAS ASSOCIATION
229 E. William, Suite 211 | Wichita, KS 67202-4027
O: (316) 263.7297 | F: (316) 263.3021 | kioga@kioga.org
www.kioga.org

JOIN KIOGA TODAY!
Company_________________________________________________________________________
Name________________________________ Catagory_____________________ Operator#______
Address__________________________________________________________________________
City_______________________ State________________ Zip_____________ County___________
Office Number_____________________________Cell____________________________________
Email__________________________________ WebSite___________________________________

ANNUAL
W Enroll me as a Producer Member and bill me accordingly. (call for details)
W Enclosed is my check for a Regular Membership at $300.00
W Enclosed is my check for the Voluntary Public Relations Fund at $25.00
MC/VISA/DIS/AMEX #__________________________ EXP. DATE _____________

W EMAIL ALERTS W LIST ME ON THE KIOGA APP W INDUSTRY SERVICE LISTING
MAIL TO: KIOGA | 229 E. WILLIAM, SUITE 211 | WICHITA, KS 67202
NOTE: For Federal income tax purposes, membership dues and contributions to KIOGA are deductible as business expenses, not as charitable contributions.

